COLLECTIONS ACTIVITY

- 37 Accessions
- 2 Deaccessions
- 45 Outgoing Loans
- 11 Incoming Loans
- 227 researchers served on-site or virtually
- 1,149 queries through EMu for objects in our anthropology, paleontology, archival, geology, and health collections, and 18,926 queries through Arctos for specimens in our zoology collections

SCIENCE

- Science Division staff authored 38 scientific books, journal articles, & book chapters, receiving 1,263 mentions through news sources, blogs, and social media outlets so far in 2021.
- Science Division authors were cited 1,679 times.
- We are currently hosting two post-doctoral fellows, Holger Petermann and Gussie Mackraken.
- Scientists returned to the field:
  - Paula Cushing and Erika Garcia conducted fieldwork in California, Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, and Nevada.
  - Joe Sertich, Natalie Toth, and Salvador Bastien conducted fieldwork in Utah along with interns funded through a BLM grant and Colorado State University.
  - Michele Koons and Erin Baxter led a community archaeology project at the Astor House in Golden, CO and along with Steve Nash, traveled to Reserve, NM, focusing on a collaborative archaeology project with the Zuni Pueblo.
  - Tyler Lyon conducted fieldwork in West Bijou Creek and North Dakota.
  - James Hagadorn spent time at the bottom of Marvine Canyon and then Lodore Canyon in western Colorado doing fieldwork over the summer.
  - Funded through the Department of Defense, Michele Koons and Erin Baxter spent three weeks in France working to recover the remains of a WWII American bomber pilot who crashed in Northern France.
  - Steve Nash traveled to Glenwood, NM to facilitate the reburial of 54 Native American ancestors.

GIFTS & GRANTS

- 13 government grant proposals submitted ($2,555,542)
- 6 government grants awarded ($355,553)
- $273,612 in foundation/corporate/individual gifts raised

COMMUNICATING SCIENCE

- Science Division staff served as primary or co-presenters for 238 presentations, reaching 46,391 people at the Museum or virtually. These presentations were in support of the following departments:
  - Science Division (157 presentations), includes talks for colleges, university, and societies, scientific talks at professional conferences, student interviews, Science on the Spot, tours, fieldtrips, podcasts, and social media videos
  - Experiences & Partnerships (48 presentations), includes Science Division Live and evening programs
  - Marketing (17 presentations), includes interviews with media outlets
  - Volunteer Engagement (9 presentations), includes virtual check-ins and science presentations for volunteers and Teen Science Scholar virtual engagements
  - Development (2 presentation), includes tours and Science on Tap
  - President’s Office (5 presentations), includes tours and presentations for the Board and the Institute for Science & Policy
- Hosted 20 interns and 20 Teen Science Scholars. Click on the video here to learn more about this year’s Teen Science Scholars: https://youtu.be/X3lnvU3fMUL
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